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There are problems inside our existing capitalist system that i propose can only be solved by transitioning to
real Communism. I define genuine Communism to end up being quite different than whatever occurred in

Russia where it ended up as a Dictatorship. This may not really be what Marx experienced at heart when he
referred to Communism as, “ I describe how production can be matched with needs in the lack of cash..This

book is a companion to my blog at www. I propose a highly decentralized system of local self federal
government.The Emancipation of Mankind” There are various problems that arise such as for example
shortages and incentive.In the initial chapter, I list all the problems in Capitalism and argue they are all

reflections of the benefit system. I am opposed to an insurrection and propose to build a mass movement that
can muster a vast majority of support before effecting the changeover to Communism. I propose answers to
these problems and also discuss other important issues such as culture, religion, technology, and other topics

that make up a description of actual Communism. I concentrate on racism as the primary bulwark of our
current Capitalist program. The US is normally drifting towards Fascism as racism and Xenophobic anti

immigration intensify. I claim that automation and artificial intelligence make Capitalism completely
untenable as jobs vanish.org.realcommunism.In the 3rd chapter, I outline my proposal for how real

Communism could be built and how I believe it could work. Automation is wonderful for us by eliminating
repetitive jobs that human beings need not do. This will leave us absolve to do creative function like art,
science, sports, and hobbies. Certainly emancipation has to be considered a totally democratic system.

Essentially, they hardly ever really attemptedto build Communism at all, but instead built another type of
Capitalism. In the second chapter, I present my sights of Russian history and try to show where in fact the

Russian Communists proceeded to go wrong. Please visit the blog and donate to the discussion.
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Great depth, very moving and educational A well-planned book. Essential read for anyone serious about
understanding the challenges we encounter today as today's society. I'm sure it'll be brilliant. I would even
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return back and surface finish "The . Thank you, Alan! I am so excited to see that he hasn't given up on
improving the globe and can't wait to learn Real Communism which I have downloaded at the moment. I
actually met Dr. Strelzoff nearly 50 years ago within my college job where I scanned data in the High
Energy Physics laboratory where he worked.. I might even return back and finish "The Origin of the Family,
Personal Property and the Condition" which he recommended to me. I'm sure it'll be brilliant..
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